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We study the kinetics of polariton condensation accounting for the condensation process as well as the
energy relaxation of condensed polaritons due to their scattering with phonons and excitons. By assuming a
Boltzmann kinetic description of the scattering process, we show that intracondensate relaxation can be ac-
counted for by an additional time-dependent term in the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. As an example, we apply
the formalism to the experimental results recently obtained in polariton microwires �E. Wertz, L. Ferrier, D.
Solnyshkov, R. Johne, D. Sanvitto, A. Lemaître, I. Sagnes, R. Grousson, A. V. Kavokin, P. Senellart, G.
Malpuech, and J. Bloch, Nat. Phys. 6, 860 �2010��. In the presence of a local nonresonant optical pump, a
dynamic balance between spatially dependent relaxation and particle loss develops and excites a series of
modes, roughly equally spaced in energy. Upon comparison, excellent agreement is found with the experimen-
tal data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Researchers now have two decades of experience in the
study of semiconductor microcavities1 and exciton polari-
tons, the mixed quasiparticles that arise from strong light-
matter coupling. Inspired by the early prediction of Bose-
Einstein condensation of excitons,2–4 impressive progress in
cold-atom condensation,5 and motivated by the prediction of
ultralow threshold polariton lasing,6,7 many experiments
have been dedicated to the realization of a Bose-Einstein
condensate of polaritons.8–11 As mixed quasiparticles, polari-
tons are expected to interact with each other �due to under-
lying exciton-exciton interactions� while maintaining a light
effective mass �due to the trait of cavity photons�. As bosons,
polaritons should relax into the ground state of the system,
producing a transition to a phase-coherent state capable of a
laserlike emission without the need for population
inversion.12–15 This transition is the nonequilibrium analog of
Bose-Einstein condensation and can occur at high tempera-
ture due to the light-effective polariton mass. Although re-
search studies usually use an optical excitation of polaritons,
progress in electrical injection sets a direct path for practical
applications in the form of polariton-based light-emitting
diodes.16–18 A growing trend toward studying highly con-
fined structures, in which polaritons are confined into zero-
dimensional or one-dimensional �1D� structures,13,19–22

opens the way to the realization of microstructured polariton
devices.

A theoretical description of the condensation of microcav-
ity polaritons is a challenging23–26 task, especially when one
wishes to account for spatial dependence. Since the polariton
lifetime is shorter than the relaxation time �in today’s
samples�, the system always lies in a state out of thermal
equilibrium with no well defined chemical potential or tem-
perature. For this reason one requires a kinetic model that
accounts for the excitation, scattering, relaxation, and decay
processes occurring in the system. Semiclassical Boltzmann
rate equations27 can be used to describe the thermal-
relaxation processes that lead to condensation, however, they
completely lack of a description of the collective excitations

that characterize a quantum fluid. To correctly describe these
properties at thermal equilibrium, symmetry-breaking theo-
ries are instead necessary. These approaches model the con-
densate as a classical field, in terms of the Gross-Pitaevskii
equation �GPE�, possibly coupled to a quantum model for
the excited states, in analogy to the theory of atomic
condensates.23,25,28 Intuition suggests that we can use a mix
of the two theories in which higher energy excitons are de-
scribed by Boltzmann-type equations and condensed polari-
tons by Gross-Pitaevskii-type equations. Such a model was
constructed by Wouters and Carusotto29 to describe polariton
condensates while similar approaches have been developed
in atomic condensates.30–32

Still, in experiments condensation can take place into a
state above the ground state33,34 and in planar microcavities
condensed-polariton relaxation was evidenced down a poten-
tial gradient.9 In periodic structures, condensation was ob-
served into both in-phase and antiphase Bloch states and the
further relaxation into the lower energy in-phase state dem-
onstrated with increasing pump intensity.10 Particularly stun-
ning relaxation effects have appeared in recent experiments
on polariton microwires.35 Here condensation was observed
into a series of energy modes that appear roughly equally
spaced in energy. Surprisingly, the energy spacing is too
large to be attributed to quantization of the center-of-mass
motion �the microwire is too long�. To describe these effects
theoretically it is essential to have a model that accounts for
both the energy relaxation of excitons into condensed polari-
tons and relaxation of polaritons within the condensed frac-
tion of the polariton gas �polaritons can relax their energy by
scattering with phonons or hot excitons�. While the first-
order process is included in most kinetic theories of polariton
condensation, the second has never been theoretically
addressed.

In this work we derive a generalized version of the GPE
that describes intracondensate relaxation induced by the cou-
pling with a reservoir. The starting point of the derivation is
the Boltzmann collision term for the condensate density. As a
result, the GPE acquires an additional time-dependent rate
that models the relaxation process. As an example, we apply
the formalism to the recent experiment carried out by Wertz
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et al.35 on polariton microwires. The incoherent optical pump
is modeled using a classical rate equation coupled to the
generalized GPE. The optical pump itself introduces a spa-
tially structured potential �an effect also shown in experi-
ments using resonant excitation36�. Only a full account of the
energy relaxation within the condensate and of the spatial
dynamics of polaritons interacting with this potential can re-
produce the various modal patterns measured experimentally.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we derive
the term in the GPE that describes the relaxation. Simula-
tions of relaxation in nonresonantly excited 1D wires are
presented in Sec. III. Conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE RELAXATION

The degeneracy of the Bose gas implies that a good ac-
count of the condensate kinetics is already given by a mean-
field description, formulated in terms of a classical field
��x , t�. This approach is common to most recent theoretical
works37–44 that describes most existing experimental data ob-
tained above the condensation threshold. More advanced
quantum kinetic theories are only needed to model the details
of phase fluctuations.45–47

A kinetic model formulated in terms of transitions be-
tween states characterized by their frequencies, involves a
coarse graining of the time. This is analogous to the coarse
graining of space used in the semiclassical Boltzmann
equation48 to describe the density as a function of position
and momentum while fulfilling the constraint imposed by the
uncertainty principle. We will use the following definition of
the time-dependent spectrum of the Bose field ��x , t�:

���x,t� =
1

T
�

t−T

t

ei�t���x,t��dt�, �1�

where T is the coarse graining time step. When using this
formalism to model a steady-state spectrum, it is important
that � /T is chosen smaller than the energy spacing of the
features to be resolved. Then, the physical result should not
be affected by the precise value of T. The inverse transform
reads

��x,t� = �
�

e−i�t���x,t� . �2�

Spontaneous scattering is a quantum feature that cannot be
described within a classical field model such as the GPE and
has only been treated in a handful of theories.46,47,49 Neglect-
ing spontaneous scattering might limit the accuracy in mod-
eling the kinetics of low-occupation states. It is however a
particularly well suited assumption when modeling intracon-
densate kinetics. Indeed, due to the high occupation of both
initial and final states in a scattering process, stimulated scat-
tering is largely dominant. We therefore restrict to the stimu-
lated relaxation processes. At high densities, relevant for po-
lariton condensates, these processes are mainly polariton-
exciton scattering50 rather than polariton-phonon
scattering.27 The in-scattering term at frequency � reads

dn��x,t� = n��x,t��
��

r��,���n���x,t�dt , �3�

where r�� ,��� is the net scattering rate from the mode at
frequency �� to the mode at �. Due to particle number con-
servation, the relaxation rate obeys the relation r�� ,���=
−r��� ,��. The first term in the expansion of the rate as a
function of the frequency difference is therefore

r��,��� = � � ��� − �� + O���� − ��3� , �4�

where the relaxation constant � has the dimension of an in-
verse density. Here we do not use a microscopic model of the
scattering process. Rather, we keep � as a free parameter that
we adjust to fit the experimental data. The resulting value is
consistent with the scattering on hot excitons as discussed by
Porras, et al.50

Under the change in the density, Eq. �3�, the wave func-
tion varies as

���x,t� + d���x,t� =�n��x,t� + dn��x,t�
n��x,t�

���x,t� , �5�

where we used the fact that a stimulated relaxation process
does not change the phase of �. Expanding Eq. �5� to first
order in dn�, substituting Eqs. �3� and �4� and using the
inverse transform, Eq. �2�, one obtains for the relaxation dy-
namics of the wave function

���x,t�
�t

=
�n̄�x,t�

2
��̄�x,t� −

i�

�t
	��x,t� . �6�

In the derivation, boundary terms in the partial integration
that scale as 1 /T were neglected, because we consider the
limit of a large coarse graining time where 1 /T is smaller
than any other relevant frequency scale. In Eq. �6�, n̄ and �̄
are defined as

n̄�x,t� =
1

T
�

t−T

t


��x,t��
2dt�, �7�

�̄�x,t� =
1

n̄�x,t�
Re� 1

T
�

t−T

t

���x,t��
i�

�t
��x,t��dt�	 . �8�

The first expression defines the density averaged over the
coarse graining interval T. Analogously, ��̄ can be sugges-
tively read as an averaged chemical potential. We stress how-
ever that no actual chemical potential can be defined for this
nonequilibrium system, and Eq. �8� draws its only justifica-
tion from the formal derivation presented above. The real
part is taken in Eq. �8� because it is readily shown with the
Madelung transformation �=�nei	, that the imaginary part
of the integral in Eq. �8� scales as 1 /T. Equation �6� gives the
term that was sought to describe the stimulated relaxation of
a classical Bose field due to local scattering with phononlike
particles and is the central result of this work.

The right-hand side in Eq. �6� resembles the frequency
dependent amplification term that was introduced in Ref. 51
to describe an energy dependent gain mechanism due to scat-
tering from a reservoir: �� /�t= �P /
K��
K− i� /�t��. Two
main differences should be emphasized. First, here the relax-
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ation term is proportional to the polariton density n̄, whereas
in Ref. 51, the relaxation is proportional to the gain from the
reservoir P. The second important difference is that the gain
cutoff frequency 
K is replaced by the average frequency �̄.
As a consequence, particle loss and gain balance each other
and there is no net gain in Eq. �6�. The modes with frequency
���̄ experience loss, where the ones with ���̄ are ampli-
fied. Energy absorption from the reservoir into the conden-
sate is thus not included in our model. The relaxation, Eq. �6�
is due to the interaction with an environment that is effec-
tively at zero temperature.

III. RELAXATION IN 1D WIRES

As an example of application, we consider a 1D
microwire35 under nonresonant optical excitation. In most
situations in which an incoherent optical pump is present, a
good description of the condensation kinetics is given by
coupling the GPE to a kinetic equation for the reservoir
population.29 To this purpose, we introduce a complex con-
densate field, ��x , t�, coupled to a reservoir population,
N�x , t�. Neglecting the polarization degree of freedom, the
evolution of condensed polaritons is given by the generalized
GPE for a Bose gas with losses and gain from a reservoir,
supplemented with the dissipation term, Eq. �6�,

i�
���x,t�

dt
= �ÊLP +

i��RRN�x,t� − C�
2

+ V�x,t� + g
��x,t�
2

+
��n̄�x,t�

2
�i�̄�x,t� +

�

dt
	���x,t� , �9�

where the kinetic-energy eigenvalues of ÊLP are:

ELP�k� =
EC�k� + EX�k�

2
−

1

2
��EC�k� − EX�k��2 + 
2.

�10�

Here EC�k� and EX�k� represent the cavity photon and exci-
ton dispersion relations, respectively, and 
 is the exciton-
photon coupling constant. Polaritons scatter from the reser-
voir into the condensate at a rate RR and radiatively decay at
a rate C. V�x , t�=�RRN�x , t�+�GP�x� is an effective poten-
tial experienced by polaritons, caused by interactions be-
tween polaritons with the reservoir and also the pump field,
P�x�, described with a strength G. The large potential expe-
rienced by polaritons at the ends of the wire is accounted for
through the introduction of boundary conditions ��x= �L�
=0.

The dynamics of the reservoir field, representing optically
injected hot excitons injected, is described by:

�N�x,t�
�t

= − �R + �RR
��x,t�
2�N�x,t� + P�x� , �11�

where R is the decay rate of reservoir polaritons and the
parameter ��1 quantifies the backaction of the condensate
on the reservoir.46 Such a parameter is necessary due to the
simplified model of a single reservoir used for the exciton
states; if �=1, then unphysical instabilities may develop in

the solution of the coupled Eqs. �9� and �11�.46 The reason is
that for �=1 the gain saturation mechanism is overestimated,
given the simplified description of the reservoir in terms of
Eq. �11�. At the same time, the assumption �=0 would make
the condensate density diverge because the gain saturation
mechanism is needed to determine the steady-state conden-
sate density at a given pump intensity. Ultimately, a micro-
scopic description of the reservoir made with a continuous
spectrum of modes, would in principle make the introduction
of this phenomenological parameter unnecessary. The choice
��1 is therefore obliged, given the reservoir model, Eq.
�11�. Finally, note that the value of � makes no qualitative
difference to the spectral and spatial condensate pattern �im-
plying only an overall dependence of the condensate density�
so long as it is small enough to prevent instabilities.

We have solved Eqs. �9�–�11� with parameters52 corre-
sponding to the experiment of Wertz et al.,35 who considered
two cases: excitation at the wire center and excitation near
one edge. In both cases the time evolution is calculated over
a long �4000 ps� period during which the system reaches a
steady state. Energy distributions are then calculated by Fou-
rier transforming the fields.

A. Excitation in wire center

The energy distributions with excitation at the wire center
are shown in reciprocal �left� and real space �right� in Fig. 1.
The presence of the pump introduces excitons into the reser-

FIG. 1. �Color online� For excitation in the wire center, the
energy distribution of condensed polaritons in real �right� and mo-
mentum �left� space is shown for increasing pump powers. The
white curves show the bare polariton dispersion given by Eq. �10�
in momentum space �left� and the effective polariton potential,
V�x�, in real space �right�. In each plot the intensity is scaled to the
maximum intensity and plotted with a logarithmic color scale. The
data were convoluted with a small spectral linewidth ��
=0.02 meV� to account for the finite spectral resolution in the
experiment.
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voir and also creates the spatially varying potential, V�x�.
Together with a slight blueshift caused by polariton-polariton
interactions, this potential determines the energy at which a
polariton condensate forms due to the scattering of particles
from the reservoir. The condensed particles are created with
zero in-plane wave vector, in the center of the pumping spot,
and are pushed away by the potential V�x� so that they fill the
wire. As the pump intensity increases, a clear blueshift in the
condensed polaritons is visible and stimulation of the energy
relaxation takes over. Propagating polaritons form a spectral
pattern with several modes, roughly equally spaced, in agree-
ment with the experimental results.35

The energy relaxation introduces a gain mechanism for
the lower energy polariton states and one can imagine the
relaxation of polaritons as they travel down the pump-
induced potential, as illustrated in Fig. 2�a�. The rate of re-
laxation between any two modes is an increasing function of
their energy difference, �E, to lowest order according to Eq.
�4�, as illustrated by the blue �dark-gray� line in Fig. 2�b�.
For the formation of the condensate to occur in a lower en-
ergy mode, in the steady state, the gain must exactly balance
the losses in the process. In other words, the incoming rate
due to this relaxation must balance the outgoing rate, which
is mostly due to radiative decay, illustrated by the green
�light-gray� line in Fig. 2�b�. The balance occurs at the en-
ergy �E0 and relaxation is only expected to appear between
modes separated at this energy. The further outward propa-
gation of polaritons can allow a cascade effect in which po-
laritons relax in units of �E0 into a series of levels �Fig.
2�a��. As the rate is proportional to �n̄�x , t� and to the energy
step, the modes are roughly equally spaced in energy if we
assume that the density in the initial mode is approximately
the same for all relaxation steps. The data by Wertz et al.
support this.

To confirm the necessary role of energy relaxation in the
generation of a series of condensate modes at discrete ener-
gies, we repeated our calculations setting �=0. Figure 3
shows that in this case all polaritons condense into a single
energy mode determined mostly by V�x=0�.

B. Excitation near wire edge

The case of excitation near the wire edge is shown in Fig.
4. The same phenomenology as in the case of excitation at

the wire center can be identified; condensation at a blue-
shifted energy and energy relaxation at higher intensities.
However, one can now observe the striking appearance of
harmonic modes due to a potential trap formed between the
wire edge and the pump-induced potential, V�x�. This feature
is in close agreement with the experimental results.35 The
positioning of the optical pump near the wire edge introduces
a strong asymmetry between relaxation on the two sides of
the pump. It is observed theoretically and experimentally that
relaxation is more effective when polaritons interact with the
wire edge.

We note that our model is limited in its quantitative de-
scription of the power dependence. Particularly near the wire
edge, higher pump powers were required experimentally to
observe the same effects. Our energy relaxation model as-
sumes that the relaxation rate is proportional to the
condensed-polariton population and the energy difference in
a relaxation process. In reality, we expect the rate to also
depend on the total exciton population and not to be such a

V �E0

x

Energy

Κn

�

�E0
�E

Rate

(b)(a)

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Illustration of quantized energy relax-
ation as polaritons propagate down the pump-induced potential,
V�x�. �b� Sketch of the incoming �proportional to �n̄�x , t�� and out-
going rates �� for the lower energy mode in a relaxation step, as a
function of the energy difference with a higher energy mode.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Same as the bottom panels of Fig. 1 with
�=0.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Same as in Fig. 1 for excitation near the
wire edge.
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simple function of the energy difference. The study of these
issues is beyond the scope of our work; it would require
further experimental characterization and a microscopic
model of the polariton-reservoir kinetics. Although we also
neglected exciton diffusion, intrinsic reservoir dynamics, and
nonlinear loss mechanisms, we believe that our model cap-
tures the most important elements of the physics involved
and reproduces the experimental character.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a theoretical formalism that models
both the condensation process, as polaritons relax from high-
energy hot-exciton states into the condensed-polariton field,
as well as further energy relaxation taking place within the
condensate itself as polaritons interact with excitons and
phonons. The theory goes beyond the standard Gross-
Pitaevskii theories, which do not describe the condensation
process or energy relaxation, and the Boltzmann rate equa-
tions, which do not allow a description of coherence, inter-
ference, or the structure of modes in confined systems.

We applied the formalism to the recent experiment of
Wertz et al.35 This experiment uncovered a number of re-

markable effects in the physics of nonequilibrium Bose-
Einstein condensation in confined systems. The presence of
optically induced potentials changes the modal distribution
in the system. Condensation initiates strongest locally, at the
position of the optical pumping. However, the dispersion of
polaritons and their further relaxation allows lower energy
modes to host the condensate in a spatially dependent way.
Our model reproduces well the experimental findings. In par-
ticular, it explains the puzzling feature of discrete energy
modes of the condensate, observed experimentally. The ex-
citation of this mode ladder is naturally attributed to the en-
ergy relaxation mechanism within the condensate. A selec-
tion rule in the energy relaxation steps is determined by the
balance between gain and loss for the final energy mode of
the relaxation process. In the case of excitation at the wire
edge, the narrow laser-induced trap creates a clear set of
harmonic modes.
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